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Dissecting the Assembly of A16–22 Amyloid
Peptides into Antiparallel  Sheets
tion NMR. Nevertheless, a detailed picture of the overall
architecture of the ordered fibrils is beginning to emerge
from a variety of experimental techniques [9, 10]. The
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College Park, Maryland 20742 characteristic silk-like cross-pattern of ex vivo amyloid
propagation has been revealed by fiber X-ray diffraction
studies [11]. More recently, a number of solid-state NMR
studies of fibrils of both the full-length A peptides andSummary
fragments have given valuable insights into the nature of
 sheet organization in amyloids [12, 13]. These studiesMultiple long molecular dynamics simulations are
used to probe the oligomerization mechanism of A16–22 show that, in A10–35 and A1–40 fibrils, peptides form in-
register parallel  sheets. On the other hand, antiparallel(KLVFFAE) peptides. The peptides, in the monomeric
form, adopt either compact random-coil or extended organization is found for the smaller fragments A34–42
[14] and A16–22 [15]. The solid state NMR measurementsstrand-like structures. The assembly of the low-energy
oligomers, in which the peptides form antiparallel  of the structure of amyloid fibrils formed by the fragment
N-acetyl-Lys-Leu-Val-Phe-Phe-Ala-Glu-NH2 (referred tosheets, occurs by multiple pathways with the forma-
tion of an obligatory -helical intermediate. This ob- as A16–22) revealed the antiparallel organization of these
peptides [15]. This fragment, which is one of the shortestservation and the experimental results on fibrillogen-
esis of A1–40 and A1–42 peptides suggest that the one to form amyloid fibrils, contains the crucial central
hydrophobic cluster (CHC; residues 17–21, LVFFA),assembly mechanism (random coil →  helix → 
strand) is universal for this class of peptides. In A16–22 which has long been known to be essential for polymer-
ization of the full-length peptide [9]. Despite the noncrys-oligomers both interpeptide hydrophobic and electro-
static interactions are critical in the formation of the talline nature of A16–22 fibrils, the NMR lines are unusually
sharp, which implies a high degree of structural orderantiparallel  sheet structure. Mutations of either hy-
drophobic or charged residues destabilize the oligo- [15]. Using 13C chemical shift data and direct measure-
ments of interpeptide distances between 13C- andmer, which implies that the 16-22 fragments of Arctic
(E22G), Dutch (E22Q), and Italian (E22K) mutants are 15N-labeled CO and NH atomic groups, Tycko and co-
workers showed that A16–22 peptides are arranged in anunlikely to form ordered fibrils.
antiparallel manner in the fibrils [15].
A16–22 is an attractive model system to probe theIntroduction
mechanism of fibril assembly. Unlike the fibers of larger
fragments, the structure of A16–22 fibrils may be antici-According to the amyloid hypothesis, Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD) is a result of deposition in brain tissues of A pated from its sequence alone. The interpeptide interac-
tions must be dominated by favorable contacts betweenpeptides, a normal product in the amyloid precursor
protein metabolism [1]. Although the final product in the CHC hydrophobic residues. Antiparallel registry confers
additional stability by forming interpeptide salt bridgesAD pathogenesis is the insoluble fibril formed as a result
of aggregation of Apeptides, recent evidence suggests between Lys16 and Glu22. Although the formation of
-helical fibers [16], even for this short peptide, cannotthat A oligomers and protofibrils may be the cause
of neurotoxicity [2, 3, 4, 5]. A oligomers have been be ruled out, the present study suggests that such struc-
tures have higher free energies than the antiparallelenvisioned as intermediates in the cascade of events
leading to the formation of amyloid fibrils [1]. Besides structures.
Knowledge of fibril structure, while important, doesAD, a number of other neurodegenerative diseases
(prion disorders, Parkinson’s and Huntington’s dis- not provide insights into the assembly mechanism.
Therefore, it is essential to study the structural changeseases) are linked to amyloidogenesis [6, 7]. It is possible
that, in all these cases, the mobile and soluble oligomers in the transition from the monomer to the fibrils at an
atomic level. Toward this end, we present, for the firstmay be the cause of neurodegeneration. Just as in AD,
the importance of neurotoxic oligomers has made it time, the study of oligomer formation for interacting
A16–22 peptides and their variants using all-atom molec-urgent to understand, at the molecular level, not only
the structure of oligomers, but also the mechanisms of ular dynamics (MD) simulations [17]. Several relatively
long MD trajectories were used to establish the kineticstheir assembly. In addition, given the similarity in the
morphology of fibrils from a variety of peptides and of A16–22 assembly into antiparallel  sheets. The obser-
vation that even a small number of A16–22 peptides formproteins [8], which are unrelated in sequence or length,
certain general principles governing their formation are antiparallel structures suggests that the size of the criti-
cal nucleus for fibrillization cannot be very large. Sur-likely to exist.
Noncrystallinity and insolubility of amyloid fibrils pre- prisingly, simulations suggest that -helical structures
represent obligatory intermediates, even though thevent determination of their atomic structures by conven-
tional methods, such as X-ray crystallography or solu- monomers themselves have a very low propensity to
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form -helical conformations. We argue that the mecha- peptides (Figure 2A). Time dependence of the radii of
gyration, Rgi, (Figure 2B) shows that interpeptide interac-nism outlined here may be general in the oligomerization
of A peptides. Our study shows that the initial driving tions lead to large changes in the size of the peptides.
Although the initial values of Rgi are below 8 A˚ (Rg of theforce for oligomer formation is hydrophobic interaction
between the residues in the CHC. Antiparallel registry monomer is about 8.6 A˚), interactions between peptides
cause a dramatic increase in peptide dimensions. Forrequires proper orientation of the charged residues. Us-
ing these findings we suggest that the structural models example, by the end of the trajectory shown in Figure
2B (t  8 ns), Rg2  11 A˚, which constitutes nearly aof A peptides in the fibrils may be obtained by maximiz-
ing the number of hydrophobic interactions and salt 50% increase in about 8 ns. The dimensions of one of
the peptides (labeled 3 in Figure 2B) do not changebridges. Our results also imply that the replacement
of Lys16 and Glu22 by polar residues would disrupt as dramatically, which is perhaps a consequence of
relatively weak interactions with other peptides. Thus,fibrillization.
peptides in oligomers become extended as a result of
interpeptide interactions.Results
The secondary structure changes (Figure 2C) accom-
panying the peptide extension give a preliminary viewA16–22 Monomers Adopt Random-Coil of the assembly mechanism of the oligomers. Shortlyor  Strand-like Structures
after initial equilibration -helical conformations domi-To understand the dynamics of assembly of A oligo-
nate in all peptides (Figure 2C, red regions). Subse-mers, we must first characterize the structure of A
quently, a rather dramatic increase in the  strand con-monomers. There are no solution structures of A16–22 at tent (shown in Figure 2C, green) is observed, indicatingneutral pH. The solution NMR structure of A10–35 (Protein
 →  conversion. For example, up to 2 ns, none ofData Bank code 1hz3, T  283C, pH  5.6) suggests
the residues in peptide 2 (Figure 2C) are in  strandthat it adopts a compact random-coil (RC) conformation
conformations (S2  0), while a persistent  helix struc-[18]. According to the DSSP secondary structure assign-
ture is seen at Val18, Phe19, and, to a lesser extent, atment, none of the residues in the segment 16–22 of
Ala21. In the time interval from 2 to approximately 4A10–35 are in  helix or  strand conformations. A direct ns,  strand conformations emerge at positions Leu17,probe of the structure of the monomer A16–22 is needed, Val18, and, subsequently, Phe20, while the -helicalespecially because it is the sequence context that deter-
structure survives only at Ala21. Transition to  strandmines the nature of secondary structures. Moreover,
conformation also occurs later at Phe19 (Figure 2C).structural characteristics of the monomer will serve as
Consequently, the  strand content, S2(t ), reaches aa suitable reference for the conformational changes that
remarkably high value of 0.8 at about 7 ns. Significantly,take place in the process of oligomerization.
 →  transition is also observed in peptide 1. TheTo characterize the conformational states of the A16–22 amount of  strand content in peptide 3, S3(t ), remainsmonomer, we generated eight 8 ns trajectories. Using
small. The average  structure content in all three pep-the definitions for conformational states of peptides (see
tides in this trajectory approximately doubles. The in-Experimental Procedures), we established that RC and
creases in S1 and S2 are consistent with the changes in strand conformations constitute 68% and 29% of all
the radii of gyration, Rg1 and Rg2, in Figure 2B. Similarmonomer structures, respectively. The population of 
dramatic  →  transition occurs in other trajectorieshelix peptide conformations is negligible (3%). These
on a similar timescale (data not shown).results are consistent with the simulations of A10–35 To probe the orientations of peptides in A16–22 oligo-monomers, in which the CHC was found to have some
mers, we computed the functions, dij  (uˆiuˆj), for each strand propensity [19].
pair of peptides, where uˆi is the end to end unit vectorThe time dependence of  strand,S(t ), and  helix,
of ith peptide. Rapid variations in dij (data not shown)H(t ), contents (see Equation 1 in Experimental Pro-
on timescales as short as 1 ns indicate frequent reorien-cedures) are shown in Figure 1A. The population of RC
tations of peptides in A oligomers. For this reason, weresidue states may be obtained with the equation
refer to such trimer structures as disordered oligomers.
R(t )  1  S(t )  H(t ). The time-averaged
values of the populations of strand andhelix residues
in the monomers are 0.33 and 0.11, respectively. Thus, Dynamics of  →  Transition
the monomer exists predominantly in the RC or  strand The time dependence of the  strand ( helix) structure
state. The residue-specific  helix, Ph(i ), and  strand, content in a peptide, S(t )(H(t )), shows a striking
Ps(i ), propensities show (Figure 1B) that  strand confor- behavior (Figure 3A). The  strand content, S(t ), in-
mations are clearly preferred at Val18, which is consis- creases monotonically (apart from relatively minor fluc-
tent with the Chou-Fasman prediction [21]. The snap- tuations), whileH(t ) decreases. Initially, the -helical
shots of the typical monomer conformations are shown content in the peptides is more than four times higher
in Figure 1C. than the  strand population. In about 11 ns, the  strand
population reaches 0.40, while the  helix content falls
below 0.10 (Figure 3A). Thus, in the course of oligomerInterpeptide Hydrophobic Interactions Drive
Formation of A16–22 Oligomers formation, a dramatic conformational change in the pep-
tides is observed, as illustrated in Figure 3B.To probe the effect of interpeptide interactions on the
dynamics of secondary structure, we generated four 11 Because there are only three peptides in our simula-
tions, we expect large fluctuations in the oligomer struc-ns trajectories for the solvated system of three A16–22
Assembly of A16–22 Amyloid Peptides
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Figure 1. Characteristics of A16–22 Monomers
(A) The average  strand, S(t ), (green) and  helix, H(t ), (red) contents in A16–22 monomers as a function of time. S(t ) and H(t )
give the probability to observe a residue in a  strand or  helix conformation averaged over the ensemble of eight independent trajectories.
(B) The  strand, Ps(i ), and  helix, Ph(i ), propensities as a function of sequence position, i, in A16–22 monomers. Ps(i ) and Ph(i ) are the
probabilities for observing a  strand or  helix structure at i, which are averaged over eight trajectories.
(C) Representative snapshots of monomer structures. The structure on the left is in RC conformation, with zero  strand or  helix contents.
The other two structures are in  strand states. Specifically, four out of five residues are in  strand conformations in the center snapshot,
while all residues in the right snapshot are in  strand conformations. If all the residues in A16–22 are in  strand conformations, the end to
end distance, rIN, is approximately 23 A˚. Because of large conformational fluctuations, rIN for  strand-like structures is typically smaller than
23 A˚. The charged side chains are shown in blue (Lys16) and red (Glu21), and the hydrophobic (CHC) side chains are shown in green. The
program RasMol v2.6 [20] has been used to visualize molecular structures in this and other figures.
ture. Although the average  strand content reaches Val18, which may be identified as the initiation site for
the  strand structure. We can also surmise that, duringabout 0.4, there are substantial variations in the second-
ary structure propensities at the residue level. Using the aggregation of A16–22,  strand formation begins near
the peptide’s N terminus.average probabilities to observe  strand, Ps(i ), or 
helix, Ph(i ), conformations at residue i, we find that Ps(i ) Using the definitions for  helix and  strand peptide
structures (see Experimental Procedures), we deter-values for Leu17, Val18, and Phe20 are 0.26, 0.41, and
0.28, respectively [the corresponding Ph(i ) values are mined that the A16–22 peptide in the oligomer adopts 
strand and  helix states, with the probabilities 0.30 and0.09, 0.31, and 0.17]. Other residues (i  Phe19, Ala21)
are better accommodated by an -helical structure 0.26, respectively. The probability of finding a peptide
in a random-coil state is 0.44. Thus,  strand and  helix[Ph(i )  Ps(i )]. The ratio Ps(i )/Ph(i ) is 1.4, which reflects
the general bias toward  strand conformations in A states together constitute more than half of all peptide
conformations.peptides. The largest  strand propensity is found for
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The distribution of (φ,) states in Figure 3C shows
that conformational states of individual residues tend
to localize near either the  helix or  strand states. The
plot identifies a region to the left of the  helix state,
which also has a significant population (an RC state).
The  helix and  strand states are connected by a path,
which is apparently sampled during the  helix → 
strand conversion. This observation is consistent with
Figure 3A, which demonstrates that the increase in the
 structure content occurs at the expense of  helix
states.
Assembly of Ordered A16–22 Oligomers
Disordered oligomers are stabilized by an extensive net-
work of interpeptide hydrophobic interactions. Despite
occasional interpeptide contacts between charged Lys
and Glu residues, a stable antiparallel  sheet arrange-
ment is not discernible on the timescale of the simula-
tions (11 ns). To enable the formation of antiparallel 
sheet structures on simulation timescales, we adopted
a “fast-forward” strategy to probe the assembly of the
ordered oligomer (see Experimental Procedures). Our
strategy targets the dynamics of “successful” oligomer
formation at longer timescales.
There are large variations in the kinetics of ordered
oligomer assembly, which are indicative of heterogene-
ity of assembly pathways. For example, residues in pep-
tides 1 and 3 frequently sample  states, whereas pep-
tide 2 is predominantly  helical (data not shown). The
highest  strand content is found in peptide 1 (S1 
0.35). For comparison, in peptide 2, S2  0.05. In
accord with this, the average radii of gyration for pep-
tides 1 and 3, Rg,1  9.0 A˚ and Rg,3  8.8 A˚, are
larger than that for helix-rich peptide 2 (Rg,2 7.7 A˚).
In contrast, in another trajectory for the ordered oligo-
mer, the  helix structure in peptide 2 almost completely
dissolves after about 1.5 ns and is converted to  strand
conformations. Simultaneously, an increase in Rg,2 from
7.5 A˚ to 9.0 A˚ is observed. This structural transition
results in smallhelix content (H2 0.14). The proba-
bility of finding a peptide in the A16–22 ordered oligomer
in the  strand state (average over four trajectories) is
0.40. Strikingly, the probability of finding  helix peptide
states is much smaller (0.19). The probability of finding
random-coil peptide states (0.41) is comparable to that
for  strand states.
Antiparallel Registry of Peptides
in A16–22 Oligomers
The emergence of antiparallel  sheets is most clearly
Figure 2. Structural Features of A16–22 Disordered Oligomers seen if one examines dij  uˆi(t )uˆj(t ) (see Experimental
(A) The snapshot of the solvated (A16–22)3 oligomer. Residues are Procedures). For an ideal antiparallel arrangement ofcolored as in Figure 1C. The oligomer is stabilized by mostly hy-
the peptides i and j, dij 1, while dij  1 if the peptidesdrophobic interactions between CHC residues (green). Because salt
are in parallel conformation. We found that, in one ofbridges are rare, the peptides do not show any preferential orienta-
tions in the oligomer. We refer to such an oligomer as disordered, the trajectories, two pairs of peptides (labeled 1-2 and 1-
as opposed to that observed on longer timescales (Figure 4B). For 3) rapidly (in about 1 ns) adopt antiparallel orientations,
clarity, water molecules are not shown. while peptides 2 and 3 are parallel (Figure 4A). Once
(B) The radii of gyration of peptides, Rgi, as a function of time for such a structure is formed, it remains mostly stableone of the (A16–22)3 trajectories. Colors encode peptides as indicated
during the course of simulations (6 ns). Interpeptidein the plot.
(C) Dynamics of secondary structure in A16–22 peptides forming an
oligomer at the residue level (same trajectory as in [B]). The second-
ary structure is assigned according to the values of dihedral angles
φ and  (see Experimental Procedures).  strand,  helix, and RC A dramatic conversion of an  helix structure into a  strand in
conformations are represented in green, red, and blue, respectively. peptide 2 is correlated with its extension (see text for details).
Assembly of A16–22 Amyloid Peptides
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Figure 3. Interpeptide Interactions Drive 
Helix →  Strand Transition
(A) The average  strand,S(t ), (green) and
 helix, H(t ), (red) contents in A16–22 pep-
tides in disordered oligomers as a function
of time.S(t ) andH(t ) give the probabil-
ity for observing a residue in a  strand or 
helix conformation averaged over the ensem-
ble of four independent trajectories. The plot
shows  →  transition, which is driven by
extensive (mostly hydrophobic) interpeptide
interactions.
(B) The backbone traces of A16–22 oligomers
illustrate the→ structural transition shown
in Figure 3A. Approximately two-thirds of res-
idues in the left oligomer are in  helix confor-
mations, and none adopt  strand states
(other residues are in RC conformations). The
structure is taken at 43 ps (soon after the start
of the production run). In the snapshot on the
right, recorded about 10 ns later, two-thirds
of residues are already in  strand conforma-
tions, whereas the fraction of  helix residues
is dropped to less than 0.1.
(C) Distribution of (φ,) dihedral angles in the
disordered A16–22 oligomers. The 18 interval
grid is shown by white dashed lines. The 
helix and  strand states are contoured with
solid white lines. Residue conformations in
A16–22 oligomers are restricted to  helix, 
strand, and RC (next to  helix) states. The
path connecting the  helix and  strand re-
gions is attributed to  →  transition.
salt bridges between Lys16 and Glu22 confer stability tides 1 and 2 and peptides 1 and 3 (Figure 4C). This
figure illustrates that the antiparallel orientation of A16–22to the pairs of peptides in antiparallel registry. Stable
electrostatic contacts between Glu and Lys of the peptides is determined by electrostatic contacts be-
tween charged terminals. For peptides 1 and 2, the con-peptides pairs 1-3 and 2-3 (with the probabilities
P1–3,Glu22-Lys16  0.94 and P1–2,Glu22-Lys16  0.64) ensure proper tact Glu22-Lys16 stabilizes the formation of (mostly) hy-
drophobic contacts Phe19-Lys16, Phe19-Phe20, andorientation in antiparallel  sheets. An example of anti-
parallel in-registry packing of peptides 1 and 3 in A16–22 Leu17-Phe20. For peptides 1 and 3, the contact between
charged terminals Lys16-Glu22 (the opposite terminaloligomers is shown in Figure 4B.
Taking into account the most frequent contacts and in the peptide 1) serves to stabilize the antiparallel regis-
try of this pair of peptides. Besides the salt bridge, thethe functions, dij, for each trajectory, we reconstruct
preferential orientation of peptides in A16–22 oligomers antiparallel pattern of contacts between peptides 1 and
3 is established by Leu17-Ala21, Leu17-Phe20, Phe19-and the network of frequent interactions between pep-
Structure
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Figure 4. Antiparallel Registry of A16–22 Pep-
tides
(A) Orientations of peptides in ordered A16–22
oligomer characterized by the time depen-
dence of dij  (uˆiuˆj) (see Experimental Proce-
dures for definition). Colors code peptide
pairs. Analysis shows that peptides 1 and 3
maintain an almost perfect antiparallel in-reg-
istry orientation for at least 5 ns. Note that
the interaction between peptides 1 and 2 is
weak.
(B) The conformational snapshot for peptides
1 and 3, which are locked in antiparallel in-
registry packing. Two salt bridges between
charged terminals Lys and Glu (blue and
green, respectively) are formed in this struc-
ture. Side chains are colored as in Figure 1C.
(C) The emerging antiparallel registry of pep-
tides in ordered A16–22 oligomers illustrated
through the network of most-frequent inter-
peptide contacts (gray dashed lines). The in-
terpeptide interactions propagate from the
anchoring contacts between charged side
chains Lys16 and Glu22, which establish anti-
parallel orientation of peptides.
Ala21, and Phe19-Phe20. The electrostatic interactions less, the tendency to form antiparallel  sheets with
substantial  strand content is established in our simula-confer the required specificity to form in-register peptide
packing. Because the contacts between peptides 2 and tions. Although the number of successful formations of
antiparallel  sheets is relatively small, it is clear that the3 are weak (their average probability is less than 0.50)
and less numerous, peptide 1 acts as a linker between structures of interacting peptides in oligomers resemble
those that are formed in fibrils.peptides 2 and 3. We believe that the observed antiparal-
lel pattern represents the initial seed, which, in the pres-  Helix Formation for A16–22 Peptides Is Unlikely
On the basis of electrostatic considerations alone, weence of other peptides, may subsequently grow into
amyloid fibrils. can assess the formation of a circular arrangement of
the A16–22 peptides. In fact, such structures, in which theBecause assembly of the A16–22 oligomer takes place
in the solution, there are considerable fluctuations as charged terminals of one peptide are in contact with
the terminals of two other peptides, were transientlycompared with the fibrils monitored in solid-state NMR
[15]. As a result the  strand content in oligomers is not observed in our simulations. Such an oligomer can be
a seed for forming a -helical fiber [16], in which thenearly as large as that observed in fibrils [15]. Neverthe-
Assembly of A16–22 Amyloid Peptides
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Figure 5. Energetics of Oligomerization
The time dependence of the relative potential energy, 	Epot(t ), for the disordered (left panel) and ordered (right panel) oligomers. The
dashed baseline indicates the relative potential energy of an A16–22 monomer. The panels show that formation of oligomers is energetically
favorable. Additional gain in stability due to electrostatic interactions lowers the average 	Epot(t ) for an ordered oligomer as compared
with a disordered oligomer.
orientation of each tripeptide unit is opposite to those of the peptides, while hydrophobic interactions provide
a nonspecific “glue” for binding A16–22 peptides to-of its immediate neighbors. Our current simulations sug-
gest that circular oligomers are unstable, because the gether.
The assembly dynamics also suggests that electro-interpeptide hydrophobic interactions are compro-
mised. The formation of a circular conformation stabi- static and hydrophobic interactions play distinct roles
in antiparallel  sheet formation. The extent to whichlized by both interpeptide salt bridges and hydrophobic
interactions that can propagate to a -helical fiber struc- hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions control the
assembly of oligomers is not only relevant for under-ture requires at least six peptides. Therefore, such ar-
rangement cannot be ruled out on the basis of the pres- standing the initial events in A16–22 oligomerization, but
also in the context of fibrillogenesis of full-length Aent simulations alone. Note that formation of -helical
structures also places like charges at the vertices of the peptides.
To probe the distinct role of electrostatic and hy-tripeptide triangles, and, hence,  helices are likely to
be unstable. Additional experiments are needed to rule drophobic interactions, we engineered two mutants. In
one of them, labeled K16G/E22G, the charged residuesout the possibility of  helix formation for this class of
peptides. Lys16 and Glu22 are replaced with polar and neutral
Gly. This substitution eliminates the possibility of forma-
tion of interpeptide salt bridges. In the second mutant,Interactions Contributing to the Antiparallel
L17S/F19S/F20S, we substituted three hydrophobic res- Structure
idues, Leu17, Phe19, and Phe20, with polar Ser. TheseFigure 5 shows that the formation of (A16–22)3 is energeti-
positions are chosen because most of the hydrophobiccally favorable. This follows from the time dependence
interpeptide contacts in A16–22 oligomers involve theseof 	Epot(t)  (Eopot(t)  3Empot)/3Empot, where
amino acids. By studying the assembly of the mutatedEopot(t) is the potential energy of the oligomer aver-
peptides, we can dissect the role of electrostatic andaged over four trajectories and Empot is the time-aver-
hydrophobic interactions. For both the mutants, we gen-aged potential energy of the monomer. This plot clearly
erated four independent trajectories using the initialshows that, because of favorable electrostatic interac-
wild-type structures for the ordered oligomer.tions, the antiparallel arrangement of peptides provides
K16G/E22G A16–22an additional gain in stability as compared with the disor-
The principal result obtained for this mutant is that thedered oligomer [22]. The importance of electrostatic in-
oligomer becomes unstable. In three (out of four) trajec-teractions can also be gleaned from the fluctuations in
tories, dissolution of peptides is observed. As an exam-the potential energy, Eopot(t), of the A16–22 oligomer. Dra-
ple, we display, in Figure 6A, the distances betweenmatic fluctuations in Eopot(t) are associated with the for-
peptides centers of mass, RCMij , as a function of time formation and dissolution of contacts between charged
one of the trajectories. Shortly before 1.5 ns peptide 1residues. A strong correlation (the average correlation
breaks away as the distances, RCM12 and RCM13 , sharplyfactor is 0.8) is observed between Eopot(t) and the number
increase. Accordingly, the number of interpeptide con-of interpeptide salt bridges between Lys and Glu. In
tacts, C12(t ) and C13(t ), drops to zero (data not shown).contrast, no correlation (the average correlation factor
The breakage of peptide 1 is “permanent” because theis 0.1) is seen between Eopot(t) and the total number of
contacts with other peptides are not restored (Figureinterpeptide hydrophobic contacts. Therefore, electro-
static interactions play a crucial role in the orientation 6B). Similar events take place in two other trajectories,
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as well. Although we cannot rule out aggregation of
AK16G/E22G on much larger timescales, the stability
of such a structure would be considerably less than that
for the wild-type oligomers. Dynamics of dij(t ) show that
deletion of charged terminals significantly increases the
fluctuations in the orientations of peptides in the A16–22
oligomer (Figure 6C). The peptides frequently change
their orientations relative to each other, and, in many
instances, reverse it by 180. Thus, replacing charged
terminals with polar residues produces a drastic desta-
bilizing effect on A16–22 oligomers.
L17S/F19S/F20S A16–22
In all the trajectories, we observed partial dissolution of
amyloid oligomers for this mutant. For example, in one
of the trajectories, peptide 3 breaks away at about 0.9
ns as the distances between the centers of mass, RCM13
and RCM23 , exceed 15 A˚ (Figure 7A), and the number of
contacts that peptide 3 forms with other chains drops
to zero. After peptide 3 separates from the trimer, the
distance between peptides 1 and 2, RCM12 , also gradually
increases up to 20 A˚. At this point the only contact
(between charged terminals Glu22 and Lys16) remains
intact between these peptides (Figure 7B). Separation
of peptides from the oligomer is also observed in all
other trajectories.
The simulations of the L17S/F19S/F20S mutant pro-
vide strong evidence that the removal of three hydropho-
bic residues makes A16–22 oligomers unstable. Not only
did we observe individual peptides separating from
oligomers, but the entire oligomer complex itself be-
came loosely formed and, in a few instances, appeared
to be on the brink of disintegration. Overall, we registered
four events, in which A16–22 peptides break away from
oligomers on an approximately 13.9 ns total timescale.
Replacement of three bulky hydrophobic residues
with a relatively compact polar Ser drastically affects the
 strand and  helix propensities, as well. The average 
strand residue content in this mutant (S  0.19), is
smaller than the population of  helix residues (H 
0.28). The  helix propensity is especially large at the
positions Ser19 and Ser20 [Ph(Ser19)  0.54 and
Ph(Ser20) 0.46]. The corresponding  strand propensi-
ties are about 0.1. The dominance of  helix structures
is the direct consequence of sequence mutation, which
reduces steric constraints.
By comparing the results for the wild-type and the
two mutants, we draw two important conclusions: (1)
both hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions are cru-
cial for the assembly of A16–22 into an ordered oligomer,
and (2) the initial driving force of oligomer assembly is
favorable interpeptide interaction between the LVFFA
cluster. However, the ordered (antiparallel) orientationFigure 6. Structural Characteristics of the K16G/E22G A16–22
is only obtained upon the formation of salt bridges. TheMutant
latter imparts the stability to antiparallel conformations(A) The distances between the centers of mass of K16G/E22G A16–22
of peptides as evidenced by dij(t )  1 (Figure 4A). Inpeptides, RCMij , as a function of time. Sharp increase in RCM12 and
RCM13 reflect breaking of peptide 1 from the K16G/E22G A16–22 oligo- accord with this we find that the orientational fluctua-
mer at about 1.5 ns. Color-coding is as in Figure 4A.
(B) Snapshot of the final conformation for the trajectory shown in
Figure 6A. After 2 ns the distance between peptide 1, which escaped
from the A oligomer at about 1.5 ns, is increased to about 25 A˚. was retained. Frequent variations in dij are in sharp contrast with
Hydrophobic side chains are given in green. the almost constant values of dij seen for the ordered oligomer
(C) The time dependence of dij  (uˆiuˆj) (see Experimental Procedures (Figure 4A). On average, the fluctuations in dij are twice as large for
for definition) for the K16G/E22G A16–22 oligomer. dij quantifies the K16G/E22G as compared with the wild-type. Color-coding is as in
orientations of peptides for the trajectory, in which oligomer integrity Figure 4A.
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Figure 7. Conformational Characteristics of
the L17S/F19S/F20S A16–22 Mutant
(A) The distances between the centers of
mass of L17S/F19S/F20S A16–22 peptides,
RCMij , as a function of time. An increase in
RCMij reveals partial dissolution of the oligomer,
starting with the separation of peptide 3 from
the oligomer at0.9 ns. By the end the trajec-
tory the interactions between peptides 1 and
2 are also weakened. Color-coding is as in
Figure 4A.
(B) Snapshot of the final conformation in the
trajectory shown in Figure 7A. By 4 ns peptide
3 is 35 A˚ apart from two other peptides, which
are only linked by a single salt bridge. Side
chains are colored as in Figure 1C, except for
Ser side chains (orange).
tions are considerably less for the AL17S/F19S/F20S highest probability of occurring in the simulations, is
also formed between these residues. When this hydro-mutant than in AK16G/E22G.
So far we have focused on the contributions of salt gen bond is present, the average distance between ni-
trogen and carbonyl atoms is 4.4 A˚, which is consistentbridges and hydrophobic interactions to the stability of
peptides in A16–22 oligomers. On the other hand, by using with the antiparallel arrangement of peptides [15]. How-
ever, because simulations are performed in water, we13C- and 15N-labeled A16–22 peptide samples, Balbach et
al. [15] concluded that a hydrogen bond is established observe frequent disruptions in hydrogen bonding. The
few interpeptide hydrogen bonds that are frequentlybetween CO(Leu17) and NH(Ala21). We investigated hy-
drogen bonding in A16–22 oligomers and found that the formed are largely localized near the stable interpeptide
side chain contacts.hydrogen bond NH(Leu17)-CO(Ala21), which has the
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are reminiscent of the aggregation dynamics of full-
length Apeptides [11]. Because an-helical population
is always detected for interacting peptides regardless
of the initial conditions, we propose that the -helical
structure is an obligatory intermediate in the process of
oligomerization. Thus, the plausible kinetic mechanism
for the assembly of A oligomers, which involves multi-
ple pathways, may be described by the following
scheme.
The mobile  strand oligomers can grow to form insolu-
ble fibers either by nucleated polymerization [23] or tem-
Figure 8. The Distribution of A16–22 Peptide Conformational States plated assembly [24].
for the Monomer, Disordered Oligomer, and Ordered Oligomer To gain further insight into the structure of (A16–22)3,
The plot demonstrates that monomer conformations are predomi- we have computed the radial distribution of water mole-
nately RC (blue) or  strand (green). In the course of oligomer assem- cules around A16–22 oligomers. Surprisingly, we found
bly, the share of  strand conformations increases, whereas the that the density of water is substantially reduced in the
fraction of the -helical states (red) reaches maximum in disordered
interior of the oligomer as compared with the bulk valueoligomers and declines with oligomer ordering (propagation of anti-
(data not shown). Moreover, near its center, the A16–22parallel registry). The RC states become less populated with the
oligomer is effectively dehydrated. Eisenberg and co-progress in oligomer assembly. The occurrence of -helical interme-
diates and the accumulation of  strand structures are consistent workers [25] have shown that a peptide from yeast prion
with recent experiments [11]. Sup35 also forms dry  sheet amyloids. Therefore, it
appears that expulsion of water may not be the rate-
limiting step in the assembly of oligomers for these rela-Discussion
tively short fragments.
Recently, by monitoring secondary structure changesAssembly Mechanism—Road to Antiparallel 
Sheet Is through -Helical Intermediate by circular dichroism, Teplow and coworkers [11]
showed that, at the first stages of assembly of amyloids,Multiple long molecular dynamics simulations of inter-
acting A16–22 peptides yield novel insights into the plau- the A1–40 and A1–42 peptides adopt helical conforma-
tions. Only subsequently does the →  transition takesible mechanisms governing oligomerization. The con-
formations of A16–22 peptides, in a monomeric form, place. These findings suggest that -helical conforma-
tions may be “on-pathway” intermediates to fibrilliza-partition into two distinct sets of structures. The first
consists of RC conformations with the mean end to end tion. Their detailed experimental observations and our
MD simulations (on much shorter timescales) suggestdistance typical of collapsed peptides. The second is
best described by extended  strand-like conforma- that, at least in this class of peptides, multiple routes
to amyloid fibrils with obligatory -helical intermediatestions. The small size of this peptide allows for frequent
transitions between those structures on the simulation may represent a general mechanism. A plausible ratio-
nalization for this conclusion can be given as follows.timescale. The strongest propensity to form a  strand
is found for Val18. Somewhat surprisingly the -helical Our simulations clearly show that the major driving force
for oligomerization is hydrophobic interaction, whichstructures are rarely sampled by monomers.
Relatively little is known about the mechanisms of serves as glue for the peptides. Initially, a given peptide
interacting with the others finds itself in a confined re-oligomerization. The timescale for forming detectable
oligomers (or fibrils) of even short fragments of A pep- gion that is predominantly hydrophobic. The interaction-
driven hydrophobic collapse of the chains reduces thetides is too long to be directly probed by MD simulations.
Nevertheless, MD can give a glimpse of the initial events amount of volume available per peptide. Thus, the chain
entropy is reduced compared with that of the structuresin the assembly of A peptides into ordered structures.
Out of the four trajectories totaling more than 40 ns at infinite dilution. To compensate for the loss in confor-
mational entropy, the peptides, in a confined space,for the wild-type, only one is clearly found to have an
antiparallel arrangement of A peptides. Multiple simu- adopt appropriate low-energy structures. For A pep-
tides with relatively long stretches of hydrophobic resi-lations starting from such structures established that
this arrangement, once formed, is stable. However, in dues, the hydrophobic collapse results in -helical con-
formations. Because the helical structures cannot packall the trajectories, a profound conformational transition
from -helical to  strand structures is observed, which efficiently to maximize favorable interpeptide hydropho-
bic interactions, an  →  transition occurs on longeris driven by interpeptide interactions. Even for this short
fragment, the -helical conformations are (initially) pref- timescales.
This argument suggests that the degree of confine-erentially populated. Significantly, such a structural tran-
sition is not seen for A16–22 monomers. Our simulations ment depends on the peptide concentration. As a result
the extent of  helix formation and the timescale (tmax inclearly reveal a gain in  strand content and a transient
increase in helix content (Figure 8). These observations the study of Teplow and coworkers [11]) at which the
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maximum helicity is observed will depend on the peptide tion, the formation of salt bridges confers the precise
antiparallel registry of the  stands. Therefore, thoseconcentration.
It is interesting to speculate on the nature of the plausi- mutations, which destroy the salt bridges or weaken
the net hydrophobic interactions, can also inhibit fibrilble intermediate that may be found for the A1–40 and
A1–42 peptides on the basis of our studies. The N termi- formation. Furthermore, the architecture of the amyloid
fibrils in A peptides is determined by maximizing thenus of these peptides is largely hydrophilic, whereas
the C terminus and 17–21 (LVFFA) CHC region are hy- number of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions.
The use of this rule and the propensities of residuesdrophobic. The CHC region is connected to the C termi-
nus by the VGSN turn (residues 24–27). Assuming that at specific locations might be useful in modeling the
structure of amyloid fibrils.hydrophobic forces drive oligomerization, we propose
that the structure in the intermediate is of the form RC-
-T-, where the random coil is restricted to the hydro- Experimental Procedures
philic N terminus (residues 1–10 or 12) and the turn T
corresponds to the VGSN segment. The transition from Simulation Details
Molecular dynamics simulations with the MOIL program [26] werethis structure to a nucleus composed of  strands may
performed to probe the mechanism of oligomerization of A16–22be the rate-limiting step in fibrillization.
peptides. Specifically, we simulate the assembly of the (A16–22)3
oligomer from three A16–22 peptides. The amino acid sequence of
A16–22 is Lys-Leu-Val-Phe-Phe-Ala-Glu and is capped with un-Predictions for Related A16–22 Fragments
charged acetyl and amide groups. The A16–22 sequence includesOne of the important results of our study is the distinct
the LVFFA central hydrophobic cluster from A1–42, and its terminalroles of the hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions
residues are oppositely charged (a positive charge on lysine and a
in the formation and stabilization of the antiparallel  negative charge on glutamic acid).
sheet structure of A16–22 oligomers. The initial driving The initial conformation for the A16–22 monomer was extracted
from the solution NMR structure for the A10–35 peptide (Protein Dataforce is the nonspecific association between the CHC
Bank code 1hz3) [18]. For reference, we performed simulations toresidues. Formation of the salt bridges, Lys-Glu, not
characterize the structural characteristics and fluctuations of theonly enhances the oligomer stability, but also produces
A16–22 monomer. The initial conformations of the trimer were ob-the specific antiparallel registry of A16–22 peptides. tained by replicating the individual A16–22 monomer structures inThese observations can be used to predict the plausible random orientations. The simulations were carried out with the mi-
outcomes of oligomer formation for the sequence crocanonical ensemble. The systems of peptides and water were
enclosed in a cubic box. The number of water molecules, 1300,KLVFFAX, where X is a substitute residue. Such frag-
depended slightly on the initial orientations of the A peptides. Thements occur in alloforms of A peptides. For example,
density of water in the simulation box with the volume 41,781.9 A˚3the alloforms in which X is Gly, Gln, or Lys are referred
is approximately 0.98 g/cm3 at 300 K. After a short relaxation ofto as Arctic (E22G), Dutch (E22Q), and Italian (E22K)
the positions of water molecules, the energy of the system was
mutants, respectively. The simulations in which X and minimized with the conjugate gradient algorithm for 1000 steps. The
Lys are replaced by Gly show that the oligomer is unsta- particle Mesh Ewald method was used to compute electrostatic
interactions [27]. The cutoff distances for direct electrostatic and vanble in the absence of favorable interpeptide salt bridges.
der Waals interactions were 12 and 9 A˚, respectively. The dielectricThe same line of reasoning leads us to predict that,
constant was set to 1, and periodic boundary conditions were usedin the alloforms mentioned above, fibril formation with
for water. Starting with the energy-minimized structure, we linearlyantiparallel registry of the strands is unlikely in the 16–22
heated the system to 300 K during 300 ps simulations. After the
fragment. heating stage, the system was equilibrated for an additional 300 ps
at 300 K. The integration step of 1 fs was used in all MD simulations.
At the heating and equilibration stages, velocities were rescaled forBiological Implications
every interaction step. Rescaling was turned off during production
runs. Conformational snapshots were saved with a 1 ps interval.
Growing evidence shows that oligomers of A peptides Because we expect the timescales for oligomer formation to be
relatively slow, we employed the following novel approach to facili-might cause neurotoxicity even though the final product
tate interactions between the peptides. The positions of the peptidesof amyloidogenesis is the deposition of plaques in the
were constrained by harmonic coupling [the spring constant, kc, isbrain. These observations make it important to under-
0.02 kcal/(mol A˚2 )] between the center of the water box and thestand, at an atomic level, the kinetics of polymerization
oligomer center of mass. The peptide concentration corresponds,
of A peptides. To shed light on this issue, we have within an order of magnitude, to that estimated experimentally for
simulated oligomer formation for the fragment A16–22 A16–22 amyloid deposits. We have checked that the addition of the
constraining potential does not alter in any significant way the poten-peptides, which have been observed to form ordered
tial energy of the system. More importantly, the individual peptidesfibrils. Molecular dynamics simulations presented here
are given sufficient volume for efficient conformational samplingshow that the route to the ordered oligomer, which is
in MD simulations. This is reflected in multiple reorientations ofan intermediate step in the formation of the fibril, occurs
individual peptides in A16–22 oligomers. A similar, although less gen-through an on-pathway -helical intermediate, just as eral, method of facilitating chain aggregation has been recently
in the fibrillogenesis of the full-length A peptides [11]. used [28].
To establish the general validity of our results, we generated multi-These results not only indicate a common mechanism
ple (eight) independent trajectories for both the monomer and theof fibrillization in this class of peptides, but also suggest
trimer systems. The total simulation time for the monomer systemthat therapeutic agents that destabilize the helical inter-
is 64 ns, while the wild-type (A16–22)3 oligomer was simulated for 68mediates might prevent oligomerization. Stability of the
ns. For the (A16–22)3 oligomer two independent sets of MD simula-ordered antiparallel  sheets depends both on electro- tions were performed, which differ with respect to the initial orienta-
static and hydrophobic interactions. While interpeptide tions of the peptides. The centers of mass of the peptides in the
initial conformation in the first set of simulations were separated byhydrophobic interactions promote nonspecific associa-
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about 7 A˚. Starting with this conformation and after energy minimiza- To characterize the distribution of A16–22 peptide structures, we
classify a conformation to be  strand (or  helix) if (1) the (φ andtion, we obtained four independent heating and equilibration trajec-
tories. Their final conformations served as initial structures for four ) angles of any two consecutive residues are in the corresponding
( strand or  helix) Ramachandran regions and (2) no two consecu-10.7 ns production trajectories. These simulations target structural
changes that occur upon interpeptide interactions and formation of tive residues are in  helix ( strand) conformations. If neither 
strand nor  helix conformations are assigned, then a conformationdisordered oligomers.
To probe oligomer ordering on longer timescales, we implemented is classified as RC.
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